Giving Kids the Royal Treatment

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The fairy tales of youth could be what launches our early
interest in castles. These over-sized, elaborate structures
are the ubiquitous lodging for kings and queens. These
elaborate structures are the seat of power in countless
imagined kingdoms. History also defines castles in various
cultures as the nexus for events that changed the world. So
it’s certainly a natural outcome that many kids find playing
with castle toys part of their ultimate childhood fantasies.
Whether they are enacting their own epic intrigues or
playing out a version of scenarios from their favorite tales,
castle toys are prime real estate every kid’s landscape!

by Gerry Paige Smith

My Soft World
Block Set - Castle

Imaginext Lions Den
Castle

Little hands have the
tools they need to build their
own small fiefdom with the My
Soft World Castle Block Set.
Featuring lightweight blocks
and figures crafted with soft,
yet durable foam, these pieces are the building blocks for a
tiny realm that’s sized just right for the preschool crowd. No
sharp edges or hard knocks come with this soft play set. With
colorful graphics that add royal flair to the turrets and towers,
plus a cast of characters ready to move in, this soft building
set offers all the pretend-play elements for a child’s first castle
adventures.

With the noble lion as its sigil
and defender, this castle play set is
ready for adventure. Designed for
small hands and big imaginations,
the Lions Den comes with fierce elements that will spark scenarios that
change and evolve with each play
session. Movable elements and parts allow kids to craft defensive actions or plan their own attacks on the fortifications – the
adventures are theirs to design and implement. Including a raging lion and three characters with various armor and weapons,
this set can also be expanded with additional figures to grow new
stories from within the Imaginext Lions Den Castle.

(Fisher-Price)

(EduShape)

Knights Castle Tent

Fold & Go
Wooden Castle

(Discover Kids)

For turn key castle play, the Discovery
Kids Knights Castle Tent is a quick and
easy way to create an instant fortress for
kids to rule. Crafted with durable nylon,
this play tent has a roof and floor that make
it ideal for indoor and outdoor play. With
colorful graphics and classic castle design
elements (crenelations, arched windows,
peaked roof) that reinforce the vibe, this
tent quickly cultivates its own legendary
pretend play. The tent poles are stretch-corded for easy assembly and fast break down. When the castle is uninhabited the
whole edifice collapses to a flat, compact and handily portable
package for the royals on the go.

(Melissa & Doug)

Ready to host epic
adventures and intrigues,
the Fold & Go Wooden
Castle delivers royal
recreation. Crafted from
safe materials and high quality wood, this durable two-story play
set comes with six figures and some movable furniture items
to set the stage. The multiple rooms, parapets. staircases, and
windows (plus a dungeon and a working drawbridge) create a
setting that will instantly kick-start a child’s storytelling. When the
castle is closed for adventure, it simply folds together, storing its
pieces inside. The Fold & Go Castle from Melissa & Doug is a
first choice for quality design and versatility of play.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
Great Books in the Forecast
A child’s perception of weather is vastly different from the adult experience.
Long before they grow into the tasks of driving in downpours, bringing in plants before a hard freeze or pruning tree limbs that are pushed against windows by wind,
children will experience weather with a much simpler and innocent sense of wonder.
Unafraid of rain on their skin, delighting in kite weather and simply mad with excitement as the first snow of winter approaches, kids see the potential for adventure in
nature’s changing moods. The following titles celebrate special weather conditions
through the eyes of children who see fun in the forecast!

Tap Tap Boom Boom

by Elizabeth Bluemle, Illustrated by G. Brian Karas (Candlewick Press)
The city sidewalks are crowded with pedestrians as the first droplets of rain presage the storm
that’s about to break. The tapping tempo of the rain punctuated by the booming thunder provides the
constant score behind the bustling of people rushing to escape the weather. With sparse text that
reads a bit like beat poetry, the hypnotic sounds and rhythms of a thunderstorm drive the narrative of
controlled chaos among strangers who are now merging together with a common goal of escaping
the deluge. Refreshing in its approach, Tap Tap Boom Boom explores weather through the actions
and reactions of the people caught in its wake.

When the Wind Blows

by Linda Booth Sweeney and Jana Christy (G.P. Putnam’s Sons / Penguin)
When the wind picks up outside his door a young boy beckons his grandma to accompany him on a journey that will make the most of every breeze! From kites flown above the
hillside to a gusty walk along the seashore, they experience together all the ways that wind
touches every part of their world. Each two-page spread of rainbow-colored edge-to-edge
illustrations is anchored by a simple quartet of noun/verb pairings. The sparse wording is just
enough to whisper the sense of wind to the reader. Touching on the full sensory experience
associated with being buffeted by breezes, this title is the soothing narration of a rich journey
through a windy afternoon.

Snow

by Sam Usher (Templar Books / Candlewick)
There is something uniquely maddening about having to wait for grown-ups before venturing
outside after a new snowfall. If you need a slow-moving adult to facilitate your snow day experience,
time can seem to be literally frozen. When one young boy must wait on his Grandpa to accompany
him out into the new snow, he pleads for speed as he monitors the snow through the windows. In
the beginning, he wants to be the first kid making tracks in the snow, but as time slowly passes he’s
becoming worried that he will be the last in his neighborhood to step into the winter wonderland. It’s
only when his Grandpa finally gets ready to venture out, that the snowy adventure in store for them
both makes the waiting worthwhile!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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